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oxford dictionary

•  a group of things of the same type that grow or appear close together: a c. of stars; the  

   plant bears its flower in clusters; a cluster of spectators; a little cluster of houses.

•  (together) to come together in groups : the kids clustered in the corner of the room.

•  [astronomy] a constellation of stars or galaxies forming a relatively close association.

•  [linguistics] consonants pronounced in immediate succession, as str in strong.

•  a natural subgroup of a population, used for statistical sampling or analysis.

•  [chemistry] atoms of the same element, typically a metal, bonded closely in a molecule.



1. perceptive  aspect /  situated presence : enticing 
the attention of the passer-by, affecting movement around 
it, the constellation, more than a system of composition, 
defines a field of forces.

2. component of play / human interaction : mediated by 
an indetermined component : simple set of rules provides 
interactivity to create interplay of scale between 
subjective and collective.

3. “collective work of art” in dynamic balance: 
formation of an image (vidéogram of the connections) 
representing a reality of interactions. 

Form.
- 200 cylindrical LED tubes (0,8 to 1,7 m high) scattered around 
the area and disposed in clusters of  4/6 units, 

- each tube contains computer controlled luminous sources  
creating dynamic projections on the surface, and is equipped 
with a simple interaction device (a botton on top).

- they are easy to approach and recognise, immediate language 
(pure shape, light, color).

The clusters are not disposed according to a hierarchy:  they 
invade places forgotten because they are ordinary, hidden 
corners, but also public lively spaces. Avoiding excess in 
a sense or the other. All of them become places of poethic 
experience. 



How to connect individual agency with collective existence?

Conceived as a modular infrastructure, the project is based on a network of interconnected 
nodes. The networked structure itself is a communication and computation system, propagating 
in form of light and colour the events it inhabits. Presence and motion create and 
alter the transmitted data, and the diffusion of this becomes a space-time parameter 
connecting proximity and distance, Value is produced by an active impulse, precisely 
human interaction.




